
The 29th Annual AME Toronto 2013  
International Conference’s purpose is to 

provide each attendee a transformational 
learning experience so they can break-

through traditional lean barriers and  
accelerate toward their leading edge. 

“All value flows horizontally across organizations 
to customers via lengthy processes. The world 

however is organized vertically into authoritarian 
areas, departments and companies, making  

process/system excellence virtually impossible.” 
Jim Womack 

 
Come take a walk with us.  

AME TORONTO 2013 will create the context for a  
continued conversation about horizontal thinking.  

This BREAKTHROUGH TO YOUR LEADING EDGE  
conference will equip your people, company and your  

communities to take on the world’s best and win.  
Join us in making this collaborative  

learning opportunity, a full-value  
win-win experience.

 

 in a vertical world

  Share•Learn•GrowSM  
OCTOBER 21-25, 2013

Think and act horizontally...

ametoronto.org

AT THE SHERATON CENTRE



We hope you will join us! 
 
The Association for Manufacturing Excellence (AME) and its members promote  
practitioner-to-practitioner learning. Join senior operational managers and leaders involved in  
applying lean into the manufacturing sector, banking industry, packaging, agriculture and food 
distribution, health care and the public sectors who are responsible for their organizations’  
enterprise excellence. Learn from practitioners how to successfully apply lean into your  
processes so you can reduce costs and sustain positive growth.  

Here are few of the conference highlights:  
9 Keynote Speakers  
Thought leaders inform and inspire attendees to action.

54 Best Practice Presentations 
Presented by company practitioners – not consultants – who actually share  
how their achievement was delivered, their result and the lessons they learned.

40 On-Site Audited Gemba Walk Tours 
Attendees witness first-hand—by walking the Gemba—how real world  
practitioners apply lean thinking in action that delivers results.

12 Interactive and Live Special Interest Sessions   
Attendees, for example, bring success stories to share at the Idea Exchange Café.

40 Pre/Post-Conference Workshops   
Led by North America’s best consulting and training firms. Each session provides tools  
and know-how to enhance the ability to compete and win  globally.

80 Learning Center Exhibitors 
All are program-aligned and focused on learning transfer and future support.

Unmatched Networking  
Add valuable links to your own personal knowledge supply chain.

Daily Transferable Passes   
Organizations can involve their whole team – extended exposure inspires. 

Follow Our Conference Blog at: acceleratingthejourney.com 
or eLetter at:  http://bit.ly/KKm1ZB

 We offer a 100% Money Back Guarantee
If attendees don’t learn at least one new idea in Toronto that they can bring back to 
their organization, we’ll refund their entire registration fee. We have been offering 
this guarantee for the last three conferences and have never had a single refund 
request. We think that speaks volumes about the value attendees have received.

With many thanks to our Patron/Cornerstone Sponsors and Collaborating Partners


